
New Opening



INT. SHOP. DAY.

ROY, 25, dark brown hair, medium length, is at the checkout.

He places his basket down at the checkout - it includes the

ingredients to make a casserole with.

The CHECKOUT ATTENDANT begins to scan the shopping.

CHECKOUT ATTENDANT

Oh what you cooking?

ROY

I’m attempting to make a casserole.

CHECKOUT ATTENDANT

Attempting?

ROY

Yeah, hopefully I won’t give her

food poisoning.

CHECKOUT ATTENDANT

(Laughing)

We can only hope. That’ll be seven

pounds please.

ROY

Oh actually, two seconds.

ROY quickly dashes off and comes back with a bottle of red

wine. The CHECKOUT ATTENDANT scans this to.

CHECKOUT ATTENDANT

Thirteen-fifty please.

ROY hands over the money.

ROY

There you go...thanks.

CHECKOUT ATTENDANT

Have a nice night.

ROY

And you.

ROY waves and leaves the store.
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EXT. SHOP. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY goes to his car and climbs in.

EXT. STREETS. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY drives home.

EXT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY pulls into the drive, gets out of the car, collects his

shopping and unlocks the door.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ROY places the shopping down and starts to unpack the bags.

Pictures of ROY and ALICE are dotted around the kitchen,

showing a happy relationship.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. EVENING.

ROY is dancing around the kitchen singing along to power

ballads using a wooden spoon as a microphone. His apron is

very messy as are the kitchen sides. The egg timer buzzes.

Casserole is ready.

EXT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE. EVENING.

A black van pulls up into ROY’S drive, they are concealed

from the street by bushes and trees. THREE MEN in black

combat gear get out.

MAN #1

(Into earpiece)

We’re here...sure.

They approach the door.

MAN #1(CONT’D)

I’ll take the lead, keep it quiet.

The other TWO MEN nod in agreement. They enter the house.
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INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - HALLWAY. EVENING. CONTINUOUS.

The power ballads are still blaring at high volume, masking

the sounds of the THREE MEN. The THREE MEN make their way

towards the kitchen, more photos of ALICE and ROY line the

walls.

The come to a halt near the kitchen. The lead MAN signals to

the others and takes out a syringe. He slowly proceeds into

the kitchen.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. EVENING. CONTINUOUS.

Behind ROY the man sneaks up. ROY turns at the last second

and spots the MAN. The MAN rushes ROY, ROY puts up a fight

and succeeds, showing he can fight. He manages to get the

mask off the MAN. ROY’S eyes widen in recognition.

ROY

You-

The MAN manages to stick the syringe into ROY’S neck in the

moment of confusion and presses the plunger. ROY collapses.

MAN #1

(Into an earpiece)

Got him...Okay.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - STAIRCASE. EVENING. CONTINUOUS.

MAN #1 has ROY over his shoulder and walks up the staircase.

The other TWO MEN follow him up.

MAN #2

Heavy, boss?

MAN #3

Need a hand?

MAN #1

I’m sure I can manage.

The reach the top.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY. EVENING.

CONTINUOUS.

MAN #1 heads straight for the room at the end of the hall.

He points at MAN #3.

(CONTINUED)
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MAN #1

You go work your magic.

He points at MAN #2.

MAN #1(CONT’D)

You, with me.

MAN #2 follows MAN #1 to the end of the hall whilst MAN #3

goes into a seperate room.

CUT TO:

INT. DAWN LABS - ROBERT’S OFFICE. EVENING.

ROBERT LINEBACK, 41, salt and pepper hair, sits at his desk.

A walkie-talkie sits in front of him. On his monitor he

watches a woman, ALICE, 25, dyed red hair through CCTV. She

exits and office. ROBERT presses a button and the camera on

screen cuts to outside the ALICE’S office. ROBERT picks up

the walke-talkie.

ROBERT

(Into walkie-talkie)

She’s leaving.

CUT TO:

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - BEDROOM. EVENING.

MAN #1 and #2 are attaching a rope to the the ceiling fan.

MAN #1 holds his hands to his earpiece as he receives

ROBERT’S message.

MAN #1

(Into earpiece)

Got it.

MAN #1 goes to the bedroom door and opens it.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - STUDY. EVENING. CONTINUOUS.

MAN #3 has a device plugged in the study computer, it is

running through a series of characters on a screen.

MAN #1(O.S.)

(Shouting)

Hurry it up.

MAN #3 jumps.

(CONTINUED)
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MAN #3

It’s going as fast as it can.

MAN #3 shakes his head.

MAN #3(CONT’D)

(Muttering)

Jesus.

The device beeps. The computer screen comes to life looking

at the desktop. MAN #3 presses a button on the device. A

document opens on screen with a pre-written suicide note.

CUT TO:

INT. DAWN LABS - SECURITY CHECKPOINT #1. EVENING.

ALICE goes through one security checkpoint, with a simple

finger print.

ALICE

Goodnight.

SECURITY GUARD

Thanks, you too!

The security gate clicks open, ALICE goes through.

INT. DAWN LABS - ROBERT’S OFFICE. EVENING. CONTINUOUS.

ROBERT follows ALICE with CCTV as she walks down a flight of

stairs and comes to Security Checkpoint #2. She passes a

retinal scan and exits.

CUT TO:

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - BEDROOM. EVENING.

The THREE MEN are in the bedroom. MAN #1 and #2 lift ROY

into the noose.

MAN #1

(Into earpiece)

Got it.

(To the others)

It’s time. Such a shame.

MAN #2

Sure it won’t kill him?

(CONTINUED)
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MAN #1

Shouldn’t do. Grab your gear, we’re

leaving.

The MEN move.

EXT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE. EVENING. CONTINUOUS.

MAN #1 and #2 throw gear into the van. MAN #3 emerges with

the casserole and a rubbish bag. A fork protudes from the

casserole.

MAN #2

Are you serious?

MAN #3

Do you really think a man would

cook a casserole and then just go

off himself? It’s called removing

the evidence.

MAN #3 throws the rubbish bag in the bin. He takes a bite of

the casserole.

MAN #3(CONT’D)

Didn’t know Roy could cook, did

you?

MAN #1

Stop dicking around you two, come

on.

The THREE MEN get in the van and leave.

FADE TO BLACK:

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - HALLWAY. DAY.

Title Card: DAWN.

A door opening is heard. Fade up from black.

ALICE walks through the front door.

ALICE

Roy?

ALICE moves into the living room.
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INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE puts her car keys down on the side. She takes off her

ID badge on a lanyard and places it on a hook next to a

second ID badge. Her badge reads "DAWN Laboratories: Alice

Thompson - Lead Programmer". The second badge reads "DAWN

Laboratories: Roy Williams - Head of Security".

The logo of DAWN Laboratories is a sun rising over the

horizon.

ALICE

Roy?

She goes into the kitchen.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE gets an apple out of the fruit basket and goes back

into the hallway.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - HALLWAY. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE goes up the stair case to the first floor.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

There is a closed door at the end of the hallway, the

bedroom. ALICE walks towards it but a door on her right, the

study, stands ajar. A soft light shines through the crack.

ALICE opens the study door as she speaks.

ALICE

Babe, you in here?

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - STUDY. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE enters. The computer screen is switched on. A typed

letter is on screen. ALICE begins to read it. ALICE drops

the apple.

ALICE

(Screaming)

Roy! Oh god.

ALICE scrabbles out of the room.
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INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - FIRST FLOOR HALLWAY. DAY.

CONTINUOUS.

ALICE runs towards the bedroom.

INT. ALICE AND ROY’S HOUSE - BEDROOM. DAY. CONTINUOUS.

ALICE bursts through the door.

ALICE

Oh god. Fuck, fuck. Roy!

Reveal ROY hanging from the ceiling fan. ALICE starts

crying.

ALICE (CONT’D)

Why, fucking hell Roy!

ALICE goes to ROY and tries to get him down but is too

short, even with the chair that is tipped under him.

ALICE pulls her mobile phone out of her pocket but drops it

because she’s shaking too much. She runs to the house phone

on the bedside cabinet instead. She dials 999.


